Garden

‘In play we transform the world according to our desires’

Today I am cloud-minded, bookish, my pages illumined by this lichenish leaf-sieved light. Time is the artist here. What you can see from the dark-eyed rooms of your tree-house is child’s play, look, a lawn of shadows, quick accomplices in the planting of ancestral wychwood, a sarsen under the stars, a park bench in the sun. My students are effortlessly disciplined in the greening of stories, finding new eye-rhymes for dwelling. Here. Sit with me. In the trees birds of paradise are calling.

Lesley Saunders

The poem is dedicated to the memory of the landscape architect Dame Sylvia Crowe (1901 – 1997) who was commissioned in the 1960s to design the garden at 15 Norham Gardens for the then Department of Educational Studies at Oxford University. All the ecological principles she espoused and illustrated in her book Garden Design (first published 1958, third edition published by Garden Art 1994) are intimately enacted in this courtyard-like space: unity, scale, space, time, light and shade, tone and texture.

The poem’s epigraph is from In Search of Pedagogy, Volume 2, by Jerome Bruner (published by Routledge 2006). In 2007 Professor Bruner, eminent and influential educational psychologist, gave his name to a new set of buildings in the Department. He is best known for his work on the development of children’s thinking and the value of story-telling.

The quotation in the last line is from Penelope Lively’s novel The House in Norham Gardens (first published by William Heinemann 1974), in which a young girl discovers a personal connection with a deep past, and comes of age.
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